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Brief history with emphasis on last ~5 years 

•  Data collected by LBNL since 1998 
•  HEPAP demography committee formed in 2002 
•  Grant from DOE from 2006-2007   
•  code/database setup at LBNL (B. Carithers) 
•  checks at U. of Iowa (U. Mallik) 
•  extensive and detailed cross-checks, 

 verified manually; 
 results fed back to database program 

•  No funding since 2007  
•  system now in ~steady state 
•  some ad-hoc technical improvements  

  in past few years 



The current HEPfolk census ‘steady state’ 

•  filled out each spring by 1 PI/institution 
•  maintained at LBNL (B. Carithers) 



http://hepfolk.lbl.gov/census/index.jsp!

The database is available to the community 



2010 Census Report 
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Positions by Ph.D. Year 



Improving, but too slowly! 



Number of grad students is increasing: 
  - likely due to excitement of LHC 
     - large numbers go elsewhere after HEP: 

  ~ 60% of transitioning grad students leave HEP 
      ~ 55% of transitioning postdocs leave HEP 



Concrete information about departures is poor... 
   highly desirable to do better tracking 

Where are they going? 
     What are they doing 5, 10 years later? 
        What impact are they having?  

Departures from HEP may be (are likely) 
  a positive thing...  



• “One-pager” requested by Dennis Kovar in Oct 2010 
•  Submitted to Glen Crawford and Mike Procario in Jan 2011;  
   they responded with suggestions for full proposal 
•  Full proposal will be prepared 



1. Hire of a ‘people person’ to do legwork for tracking 
          people long after departure from HEP: 

  there is precedent for ~65% response rate 5 years out             
    (“Education in Nuclear Science” document)   

2.  Technical development of database with a long term view 
        - currently discussing possible 
                    SPIRES/INSPIRE role (T. Brooks) 

Other ideas: 
•  collect ‘anecdotes’/ success stories 
•  make use of AIP/APS resources 
•  coordinate with other groups seeking 

demographic information 

Details of proposal to request resources 
   for deeper study being fleshed out: 

http://science.energy.gov/~/media/np/nsac/pdf/docs/!
     nsac_cr_education_report_final.pdf!



Summary 

• HEPfolk census in steady state... 
     gives reasonably accurate snapshot 
• However trajectories of departing HEP personnel 
    are largely unknown 
• We will request resources for deeper study 

 focusing on departures, and on long-term 
     maintenance of demographic data 


